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POPA is the only organization in the
world dedicated solely to enhancing the
Pilatus ownership experience.

POPA maintains direct lines of
communication with the experts who
build and maintain your aircraft.
Representatives from Pilatus and
Authorized Pilatus Centers serve as
advisors to POPA's Board of Directors,
offering industry insight, guidance, and
support to our organization.

At POPA, we work hard
to make sure the value
of your membership

complements the value
of your Pilatus.



 POPA  is  an  independent
associat ion  comprised  of ,
and  directed  by,  owners ,
pi lots ,  and  operators  of
Pi latus-manufactured

aircraft .

Start enjoying the rewards of

membership today!

BENEFITS
Annual Convention
This members-only event is packed with Pilatus-
specific information. The convention is a prime
opportunity for you to attend two full days of
educational sessions focused on safety and
operational knowledge. It's also a great chance to
meet other owners, pilots, and Pilatus factory,
dealer, and vendor representatives.

Visit PilatusOwners.org or call

(623) 230-6560 for details.

Training Partnerships
POPA's partnerships save you money on
training, like our member-exclusive agreement
with FlightSafety International: access to FSI's
full-motion Level D PC-12 simulator is offered at
rates that are significantly lower than retail. For
members who want to train at SIMCOM
Aviation Training, or in their own aircraft, POPA
members receive exclusive rates for SIMCOM’s
in-aircraft programs.

The Transition Pilot Proficiency Initiative
(TPPI)
Flight Safety International, POPA’s preferred
training partner, offers TPPI specifically
tailored for new PC-12 owners and pilots
transitioning to this aircraft. If you have fewer
than 150 hours in the PC-12, you might
qualify for this complimentary program.

Hire A Pilot
FlyingCompany.com seamlessly connects PC-12
& PC-24 Operators with Contract Pilots.

Community
Become part of the largest Pilatus community in
the world. You'll have an opportunity to network
with other aircraft owners and pilots who share
your love of the Pilatus product, as well as Pilatus
factory and dealer personnel.

Advocacy
We understand your aircraft and your concerns. If
issues arise, POPA can help act as a resource and
work to obtain a resolution.

POPA Magazine
Our quarterly publication is filled with technical
articles, interesting stories, and useful advice for
operating your aircraft.

Library & Members Forum
A variety of resources are available in our online
library. You'll find a listing of new and popular past
featured articles on our website covering a variety
of operational topics. You can download
presentations, documents, charts, and bulletins
from our Knowledgebase and access the Members
Forum to share and solicit information from other
pilots and operators.

Fuel Programs
The POPA World Fuel Card provides you with
discounts on fuel, flight planning, and trip support
services, with no minimum uplift or annual card
fees. POPA members who operate under Part-91
are also eligible to join the Corporate Aircraft
Association (CAA). Get preferred fuel pricing across
their FBO-partner network.

Pilatus Merchandise
Enjoy POPA-exclusive discounts on Pilatus-
branded merchandise through Pilatus and
Sporty's.

Aviation Performance Solutions (APS)
POPA members receive a special discount and
upgrade option at APS on Upset Prevention
and Recovery Training (UPRT) to mitigate the
number one fatal safety risk faced by every
pilot: Loss of Control In-flight (LOC-I).


